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• Analysis of the Annuities Markets

• Developments regarding longevity risk 
management
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Retirement in 
Chile

• The Importance of Chile 
as a Case Study

• The Structure & 
Performance of the 
Chilean Annuities Market

• Main Issues in Product 
Regulation

• Main Issues in Provider 
Regulation

• Conclusions & Lessons



Why Chile

• Highly visible and often replicated and pioneering 1981 
reform

• Prior to reform, Chile had
– No material private pension sector
– Insipient insurance sector
– Little regulatory and supervisory capacity
– Underdeveloped capital markets

• 20 years on
– 320,000 annuities, 200,000 Programmed Withdrawals
– 17 life insurance companies with assets around 20% of GDP
– Pension funds with assets of 60% of GDP

• A market developed literally from scratch



Structure of the study

• Examine and describe the market 
dynamics including the history that has 
brought the market to the current status 
including (all over time)
– Demand for products and how (and why) it 

has changed
– Performance of products
– Performance of providers



Life Insurance is an Annuity Business

• Until recently, all annuities
– Indexed to CPI (all contracts in Chile are in UF)
– For males included a 60% reversion to the spouse
– Have optional deferment and guarantee periods
– Average retirement age around 50 with no occupational linkage



Conditions for Retirement Benefits

• Age based normal 
retirement
– (60F/65M at the time 

report prepared)
• Replacement rate 

based criteria for 
retiree
– (was 50% now 70%)

• Minimum compared to 
the MPG level
– (was 110% now 150%)

• No occupational link



Menu of Retirement Products

• Lump Sums
– Severely restricted to very few cases

• Phased / Programmed Withdrawals
– Provided by AFPs
– Defined formula oriented against too rapid 

drawdowns
• Annuity

– Provided by life insurers
– Limited choice and flexibility in product design

• Temporary Withdrawals
– PW available during an annuity deferment period



Comparison of Illustrative Payment 
Paths

• PWs can appear more attractive as the regulated formula uses a 
rate of return based on historic observations.

• Note MPG indexation and step shown.



Comparison of Illustrative Payment 
Paths

• PWs, with the MPG effects, preferable for lower balance retirees.
• Longevity insurance provided by annuity is less attractive, replaced 

by MPG



Money’s Worth Ratio Analysis



High Levels, Particularly for 
Indexed Annuities



Regression opens the window

• Value 
offering

• Pricing
• attitude to 

risk



Dispersion?

• questions 
regarding 
price 
discovery

• SCOMP will 
be interesting



Investments in search of yield



Solvency
• Existing technical 

provisions were 
conservative when rule first 
established but mortality 
assumption had been 
overtaken by improvement

• Discount rate was no longer 
as conservative as rates fell 
over time.

• Could revalue portfolios on 
a range of assumptions



A postscript on longevity risk

• Longevity insurance and reinsurance 
options limited

• Challenges of rate of return
• Challenges of index construction

– But can develop local index with high quality 
hedge given 20 year data set.
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